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iaiwai Fairy lights

(3 reviews)

Item Code: iaiwai Fairy lights

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 24 Cm

width 12 Cm

high 10 Cm

volume weight 576.00 g

8 mode settings: combination mode, wave mode, sequence mode, mark mode, chase/flash mode,
slow gradual change mode, blink/flash mode and steady on. 
High quality: 6.6 feet x 9.8 feet (width x length), 300 LED lights 29V voltage* curtain light, with UL
certification, UL plug-in transformer can achieve 29V* output. Please note: This LED string cannot be
extended or connected together. 
Widely used in various occasions: The extra-long curtain light string can be used to decorate your
garden, courtyard, bedroom, party, Christmas, Valentine's Day, wedding, ceiling, holiday, vacation,
background, without worrying about damage due to weather conditions. The attractive lighting will
give you a different visual experience and a happy mood. 
Wide range of uses: curtain lights are very suitable for any special occasions or occasions, such as
Christmas, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Valentine's Day, wedding, birthday or any other party you can
think of! 
Performance: IP44 rated wire and bulb, can withstand most weather conditions, including rain and
snow. Very suitable for outdoor use (please note that the power adapter is not waterproof and needs
to be placed indoors). These miniature LED battery-powered string lights are very suitable as lighting
accessories for any decorative project. The 6-foot ultra-thin wire can carry 20 very small LED bulbs, the
size is just right and bright. It has a stable 360-degree viewing angle, illuminated in every direction.
When using new batteries, they last for 20 hours. They are easy to hide, give beautiful true colors, and
use ordinary light strings with little energy. These lights are also the defining products of string lights
or fairy lights.
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Product Review

By Elvis Morgan

2021-02-23 15:21:21

Fairy lights

The remote doesn't come with it and it's a tangled mess

By Karly Melton

2021-02-23 15:20:11

Fairy lights

Love the sweetness of these lights. Hung in my kiddo’s room and they make it magical! Love them.

By Astrid Gregory

2021-02-23 15:19:22

Fairy lights

Finally returned the lights. They are difficult to entangle. The key is that there is no remote control or timer. You have to press
a button on a small box on the screen to turn it on and off to adjust the blinking of the indicator light. They are a very soft whit
e color and will not harm the eyes. They also have several different styles of blank modes.

Average Rating: 4 based on 3 Customer Reviews

5 stars 66.7%

4 stars 33.4%
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Follow us in social media

Enter your email adress... JOIN

NEWSLETTER

Sign up for newsletter

Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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